Planning & Budgeting
Solutions - Selection
Strategy Guide
A selection strategy to help determine your planning, budgeting and
forecasting priorities. Plus a selection evaluation matrix for possible
products and implementation partners to help you maximize the success
of your initiative.

Introduction
This Selection Strategies Guide
addresses the challenges of
planning, budgeting, forecasting
and analysis in decentralized
spreadsheet-heavy processes
and highlighting how centralized
modern Cloud solutions
streamlines those processes.
This guide is designed to help
you to consider the criteria for
the selection of a solution that is
right for your business.
The planning process – planning,
budgeting, forecasting, analysis
and reporting – presents a
formidable challenge to many
companies, regardless of size or
industry. Effective planning and
forecasting are an essential

element of enterprise
performance management (EPM),
playing a significant role in
impacting decisions required for
flawless execution and success in
meeting business goals.
Despite this, many organizations
are still managing the critical
processes of planning,
forecasting, budgeting, reporting
and analysis in spreadsheets.
Change is overdue, and this guide
is designed to help you make an
informed decision to select and
successfully deploy a modern,
centralized, digital planning,
budgeting and forecasting
solution that will transform
finance effectiveness.
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The business impact of enterprise
performance management (EPM) solutions
Planning is typically viewed as
an annual process that is driven
by Financial Planning & Analysis
(FP&A) teams, considered by
the business as an intrusion on
their time and of little value.
Due to ever-increasing
demands for more detailed
information and pressure to
achieve more with less, line of
business managers often
overestimate their growth
targets and underestimate the
investments needed to deliver
the proposed results.
A modern integrated planning
solution can synchronize the
entire organization around

short, medium and long-term
strategic plans. These solutions
deliver enormous value to
business functions outside of
finance, such as operations,
supply chain, sales, marketing
and HR. When managers in
these and other functional areas
see how their decisions affect
other parts of the organization,
decision making becomes more
efficient and impactful.
Despite the clear benefits of
EPM, what is stopping
businesses from realizing the
benefits of a modern planning
solution?
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Why are CFOs underwhelmed by their returns
in finance investments?
While companies have invested
considerable resources
implementing enterprise
resource planning (ERP)
systems, planning is still
performed using spreadsheets,
email, manual data preparation
resulting in a loss of valuable
time. It’s an inefficient approach
that is costly in the long run
because a spreadsheet-based
process is slow, often
inaccurate, dated, and not agile
enough to keep up with the
demands of business.
The 2016 AFP Financial
Planning & Analysis
Benchmarking Survey provides
Source: AFP FP&A Benchmarking Survey (2016)

specific evidence that companies
that spend more on systems can
free up their FP&A professionals.
The report states — “FP&A
professionals are better
positioned to focus on the ‘A’—
analysis—in FP&A and work more
closely with the business units to
help create robust operational
plans and make data-driven
strategic decisions. The ability to
automate transactional and
reporting activities is a big move
up the FP&A function’s maturity
curve. Technology is clearly a
catalyst.”

investments in technology see a 76%
drop in the median amount of time spent
collecting and manipulating budget data.
Figure 1 - FTE days spent on collecting data
by investment in technology as percentage
of total finance budget
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Reduce the cost of planning, budgeting
and forecasting
It wouldn't be controversial to suggest that technology investments
to improve FP&A process efficiency will have a direct and
measurable impact of time-savings and cost avoidance or reduction.
According to Payscale, the average salary of a financial analyst is
$61,000, which the equivalent of $239 per working day. The cost
spent on collecting and manipulating data is vastly different for
organizations that invest in technology.
Figure 2 - The cost of collecting
and manipulating budget data
by investment in technology
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10 reasons to move FP&A beyond
spreadsheet-based planning and budgeting
1

Spreadsheets are prone to manual input errors
that are often difficult to spot and even harder to
correct over time.

6

Forecasts and reports are not updated frequently,
resulting in out of data or conflicting versions, with
complex multi-dimensional analysis impossible.

2

Spreadsheet models often suffer from key person
dependency where one member of the team is the
"guru" of spreadsheet chaos.

7

Sharing, presenting or analyzing data from
different perspectives is difficult.

3

Spreadsheets lack version control , despite the
best efforts to use centralized file storage and
management tools.

8

The lack of robustness, trust in the numbers and
poor user experiences leads to "shadow planning
systems."

4

Large and complex spreadsheet models tend to be
brittle, and can take several minutes to open, and
even longer to refresh.

9

Planning participation is limited, and crosscompany teams cannot work efficiently with some
units performing plans 'offline.'

5

The most significant portion of time (as much as
70%) is taken up by data collection, preparation,
consolidation and validation; leaving little time to
analyze and validate plans with what-if scenarios
and pressure tests

10

The business model is not represented well, while
business rules (i.e., spreadsheet formulas) are often
mixed with data and prone to broken formulae and
errors.
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Selection strategies for EPM solutions High level platform capabilities to prioritize
As we have seen, there are
several tangible business
benefits to automating and
streamlining the planning,
budgeting, reporting and
analysis processes.
Spreadsheets present many
challenges and unavoidable
risks. So how should
organizations select which solution
is right for them?
The Qubix point-of-view is that
planning is easier and more
effective when following wellestablished best practices that
streamline the planning
processes, establish work-flow
procedures, and automate the

data collection, preparation, and
consolidation. Given this,
product selection can sometimes
be secondary to the choice of
the implementation partner.
Later in this document, we guide
on the evaluation of potential
partners, but first lets asses
selection through a solution only
lens.
The following section provides a
list of capabilities that a highperforming, planning, budgeting
and forecasting solution will
feature.
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A checklist for a
modern planning
platform.
What to look for in a modern planning, budgeting and forecasting platform
and why.

Checklist for a modern planning platform:

Integrated financial planning

Embedded business planning
modules

Integration with core finance
systems

This area joins the financial planning components of other business domains, such
as workforce and sales, and those of corporate finance.
More innovative solutions can also be used to meet organization-wide
requirements in specific areas, thereby improving overall performance
management needs in a single integrated tool.

In addition to being able to create custom planning and forecast models, the
solution should have purpose-built planning modules that include calculations,
dashboards and reports.
A majority of customers benefit from organizing planning into specific integrated
planning applications such as capital planning, workforce, projects and strategic
planning.
Integration with core ERP platform to enable the seamless integration between
actuals and plan data is highly valued because it streamlines reporting and
increases data accuracy.
Integration with financial close management is also preferred. In this case, financial
close solutions are a golden source for management and statutory results. Finance
teams also see efficiencies in connecting financial close and planning system to
support greater alignment throughout the whole planning process.
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Checklist for a modern planning platform:

Cloud-based

Cloud-based solutions are proven to deliver faster ROI because the effort and costs of
setting up the infrastructure are eliminated.
Multiple user interface options allow ease of use and access for the entire user
community.
There are additional benefits gained from removing the IT costs of traditional upgrades
and business being able to leverage innovations in functionality or user experience at a
faster pace than on-premises applications.

Advanced modeling

Embedded machine learning and advanced simulation modeling improves the richness
and accuracy of forecasts.
Using sophisticated, intelligent algorithms to generate and validate plans and forecasts
is a capability top-performing finance organizations are now adopting pervasively.

Customizable user
interface

The user interface and other essential process-specific capabilities should be
configurable at a role and individual level to improve user adoption and the depth to
which users embrace the possibilities of the solution.
Navigation flows, dashboards, info-lets, visualizations, etc., should all be configurable to
optimize engagement during specific planning or forecasting cycles.

Advanced performance
reporting

Advanced performance reporting transforms traditional management accounting
reports into "performance playbooks" that take a more inclusive approach to explain
results. Performance reporting incorporates operational results, financial results and
enhanced narratives (contextual/narrative reporting).
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A checklist for
critical solution
capabilities.
The following matrix will aid evaluators to prioritize solution capabilities and
assess their potential impact on the business.

PLANNING AND FORECASTING
Ability to deploy zero-based budgeting
Ability to deploy long-range plans (5+
years)
Ability to deploy driver-based planning

Ability to deploy trend-based planning

Ability to deploy rolling forecasts
Ability to deploy top-down financial
goals integrated with bottom-up
operational plans
Ability to validate (accept or reject) plan
submission data at granular level

MUST
DO

MIGHT
DO

BACKLOG

BUSINESS IMPACT
HIGH

MED
MED

LOW

Solution capability evaluation matrix

CAPABILITY

Embedded capital structure optimization
model funding and the impact of strategies
on credit ratings and capital structure
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CAPABILITY

Pre-configured financials for revenue, sales
and gross margin planning (with the ability
to customize with dimensions if necessary)
Ability to make changes without taking the
system offline and allowing concurrency of
users working on the same plan
Data spreading to populate an entire plan
based on rules, projections, comparisons
(e.g., a number added to the top of a table
can be spread across geographics, etc.)
Enable business units to create their own
custom financials, sales and operational
models that will connect to a primary
financial plan
Support driver-based calculations

MIGHT
DO

BACKLOG

BUSINESS IMPACT
HIGH

MED

LOW

Solution capability evaluation matrix

PLANNING AND FORECASTING

MUST
DO

Support for custom dimensions and
multiple-currency configurations
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CAPABILITY

The ability to have
multiple/alternate/hierarchies/views
INTELLIGENT PLANNING
Create multiple what-if scenarios
Ability to create and compare personal
scenarios (sandboxing)
Support for a fast refresh of what-if
analysis
Embedded predictive analytics
capabilities (algorithm library)
Support for goal-seek, iterative calculation
logic, instant calculation and undo
capabilities

MIGHT
DO

BACKLOG

BUSINESS IMPACT
HIGH

MED

LOW

Solution capability evaluation matrix

PLANNING AND FORECASTING

MUST
DO

Model plan(s) impact on the bottomline,
balance sheet and cash flow
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CAPABILITY

Perform compensation planning by an
employee, by job code, or both using
driver-based planning for compensation
related expenses
Ability to configure the level of
workforce planning detail
Support for multinational workforce
scenarios, i.e. different compensation
models, grades, etc. across business
entities
Embedded planning guides that allow
users to easily maintain complex
employee expense calculations, such as
benefits and tax expense calculations
Simplified, or prebuilt integration with
popular Human Capital Management
(HCM) applications

MIGHT
DO

BACKLOG

BUSINESS IMPACT
HIGH

MED

LOW

Solution capability evaluation matrix

WORKFORCE PLANNING

MUST
DO
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CAPABILITY

MUST
DO

MIGHT
DO

BACKLOG

BUSINESS IMPACT
HIGH

MED

LOW

CAPITAL PLANNING

Include embedded modelling of cash flow
and funding impact for investment and
leased assets
In application buy versus lease analysis
and comparisons
Embedded asset-related expense planning
including profit and loss impact
Planning for new and existing intangibles,
including amortization, cash flow planning
and impairments
Detailed capital expense spend analysis,
including asset summary reports and
actual versus plan variances. Visualize
impact on the balance sheet, income
statement, and cash flow by, for
example, asset class and business unit

Solution capability evaluation matrix

Provide for new standalone and projectbased assets that support depreciation
and amortization calculations using
different methods
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CAPABILITY

Ability to create plans for internal
projects within the enterprise—such as
IT, marketing campaign planning,
research and development etc.
Projects can be planned using drivers to
create cost pools relating to individual
employee and asset-related expenses as
well as project revenues
Provide built-in analysis and reports to
review project performance, project
revenue, expenses, and cash flows
Support for real-time metrics including
net present value (NPV), payback,
internal rate of return (IRR), and return
on investment (ROI) to analyze project
performance

MIGHT
DO

BACKLOG

BUSINESS IMPACT
HIGH

MED

LOW

Solution capability evaluation matrix

PROJECTS PLANNING

MUST
DO
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CAPABILITY

Personalized workspace with
customized views
Ease of development by non-expert
finance and business analysts
Freeform data layout to build custom
forms for data entry and reporting
Dynamically expandable/contractable
point-of-view of data
Fully integrated Excel client with slice/dice
and pivot user experience for analysis and
data entry
Common user experience in Excel and
web
Excel spreadsheet content stored
centrally in planning cloud

MIGHT
DO

BACKLOG

BUSINESS IMPACT
HIGH

MED

LOW

Solution capability evaluation matrix

USER EXPERIENCE

MUST
DO

Ease of development by non-expert
finance and business analysts
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CAPABILITY

MUST
DO

MIGHT
DO

BACKLOG

BUSINESS IMPACT
HIGH

MED

LOW

USER EXPERIENCE

Form validations to avoid user input
errors, and suppression of invalid
scenarios or periods to prevent the
display of invalid data
Support for single sign-on and
connectivity to in-house Active Directory
Sensibility checks and validations to avoid
the display of invalid intersections of data
COLLABORATION AND PROCESS MANAGEMENT
Ability to include threaded commentary and
append documents to provide a narrative to
numbers and assumptions

Solution capability evaluation matrix

Support for web, tablet and mobile
interfaces

Collaborate across the enterprise or
with specific groups of users using datadriven, dynamic approvals powered by
user-defined
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CAPABILITY

MUST
DO

MIGHT
DO

BACKLOG

BUSINESS IMPACT
HIGH

MED

LOW

COLLABORATION AND PROCESS MANAGEMENT

Attach line-item detailed assumptions to
specific values to explain plan numbers
Ability to configure navigation flows that
are tailored for groups of users based on
their usage needs. Example: sales planners,
expense planners, financial analysts,
executives and others can each have their
navigation flows
DATA ORCHESTRATION
Simplified or prebuilt connector to
enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems
Automated data loads between
transactional systems

Solution capability evaluation matrix

Configurable email alerts and notifications

Integrated data and metadata loading with
a transformation
Built in ETL (extract, load, transform)
capability
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CAPABILITY

MUST
DO

MIGHT
DO

BACKLOG

BUSINESS IMPACT
HIGH

MED

LOW

DATA ORCHESTRATION

The ability to drill-down and through to
source systems
Master Data Management across
different finance applications such as
Financial Close and Account
Reconciliation tools
Support for REST APIs to enable superior
integration options
PERFORMANCE AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Support for public and private cloud
deployment options

Solution capability evaluation matrix

Includes scripting to perform actions, such
as run business rules, when data is
imported

Support for Transport Layer Security
(TLS) with at least SHA-2/SHA-256
Cryptographic Hash Algorithm to secure
communication and data
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CAPABILITY

MUST
DO

MIGHT
DO

BACKLOG

BUSINESS IMPACT
HIGH

MED

LOW

PERFORMANCE AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Comprehensive audit capabilities to
track the most granular changes in the
application
Capacity to support detailed (i.e., itemlevel) planning
Ability to handle data sparsity (i.e., zerovalue cells in a table or cube)
Multi-dimensional analysis

Capacity to handle large dimensions,
e.g., retail environments with thousands
of SKUs

Solution capability evaluation matrix

Regular product updates that are
automatically available to users,
avoiding down-time for updates

Instantaneously refreshed reporting
using in-memory calculations and fast
aggregations
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CAPABILITY

PERFORMANCE REPORTING AND ANALYTICS
Pre-built P&L and Balance Sheet analysis
and reporting
On-demand reporting, including selfservice and dashboarding
User created dashboards and reports

Ability to create narrative reports
Ability to schedule and burst reports in
multiple formats
Report outputs available in HTML, PDF
and XLS

MIGHT
DO

BACKLOG

BUSINESS IMPACT
HIGH

MED

LOW

Solution capability evaluation matrix

MUST
DO

Ability perform ad-hoc reporting in Excel
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Implementation
partner evaluation
matrix
The following matrix can aid evaluator to prioritize what they are looking for
in an implementation partner.

CAPABILITY

CRITICAL

NOT
CRITICAL

BACKLOG

BUSINESS IMPACT
HIGH

MED

LOW

Quality of references

Number of industry references

Vendor certifications

Quality of documented implementation
methodology

Robustness of application testing strategy
and user acceptance testing approach

Partner evaluation matrix

Number of clients

Fully Managed Service postimplementation support options
User adoption and training strategy
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CAPABILITY

CRITICAL

NOT
CRITICAL

BACKLOG

BUSINESS IMPACT
HIGH

MED

LOW

Experience of consultants committed
engagement

Online support portal
Evidence of unique IP or repeatability in
solution offerings to indicate industry or
scenario specific expertise
Support hour coverage

Use of online project management and
change management tools

Partner evaluation matrix

Flexibility of engagement options

Flexibility in terms and conditions

Implementation fees vs market
comparisons
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Conclusion and about
Qubix
Why is Qubix well positioned to help your organization adopt a modern
planning and budgeting solution.

Conclusion
The successful implementation
of a planning solution requires
the orchestration of technology,
business processes and best
practices. This selection guide
outlines some fundamental
principles to help a company
align it's business process and
technology requirements when
selecting planning, budgeting,
forecasting and analysis
software.
By matching a company's
planning process to established
best practices, facilitated by the
proper implementation of a
planning solution, an
organization can significantly
improve its financial and

operational performance. The
ultimate results are improved
visibility to performance gaps
and alternative courses of
action, more reliable forecasts,
and a shared commitment to
clearly understood and
achievable goals
In the next section we will
discuss why Qubix is the ideal
implementation partner for
Oracle ERP, EPM and Analytics
solutions.
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WHY CHOOSE QUBIX?

1

2

3

4

5

1,000 ERP, EPM &
Analytics
engagements and
counting

Finance
transformation
experience across
30+ industries

We implement
solutions that manage
billions of planning &
budgeting dollars

Q.index™
performance
benchmarking
methodology

Our customers
are 100%
referenceable

We have completed over
1,000 engagements and
counting across ERP, EPM
and Analytics for boutique
law firms, global banks,
leading retailers and
everything between.

With project experience
across a spectrum of industries
and business processes, we
bring learned intelligence and
techniques to every customer
scenario for maximum value
and impact.

These plans include standard
budgets, rolling forecasts,
demand planning, sales
planning, workforce planning,
projects planning, long-term
planning, and integrated
planning solutions.

Our repository of performance
benchmarks enables us to
know what good looks like and
what the best-practices are in
the design of highperformance plan-to-perform
business processes.

Qubix advised, designed and
implemented solutions to
solve specific client
challenges with an approach
that delivered results. See
for yourself here:
www.qubix.com/clients
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Business process knowledge and
industry specific experience
Driver-based Planning & Budgeting

Cost Allocations

Franchise / Group Reporting

Strategic Workforce Planning

Customer Profitability

Board & Management Reporting

Capital Expense Planning

KPI & Balance Scorecards

Regulatory Reporting (GAAP / IFRS)

Project Financial Planning

HR Analytics

Autonomous Data Warehouse

Financial Close Automation

Predictive Modeling

Advanced Analytics

Account Reconciliation

M&A Modeling

Cash Flow Forecasting

Debt, Liquidity & Capital Analysis

Data Orchestration

Contact Qubix U.S.
Dave Madan,
Managing Director, Qubix US
Copyright 2019, The Qubix Group.

E: dave.madan@qubix.com
T: +1 847 868 4477

1 West Monroe Street, Chicago
Illinois 60603

